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1) SCR Performance Obligations  
 
This project will implement the market rules to revise the performance obligation 
requirements of Special Case Resources (SCRs) and Energy Limited Resources 
(ELRs) that sell into NYISO’s Capacity market. The proposal is to change the current 
4 hour performance obligation of SCRs to 6 hours. Changes to the performance 
calculations of SCRs will also be required to align with the change to the 
performance obligation.  

Implications to Reliability:  Improved performance. Avoidance of secondary peaks. 
Potential reduction in current level of SCR resources. 

Update: NYISO is continuing its evaluation of comments received from stakeholders 
on the topic to determine what, if any, changes to the proposal are necessary.  A 
number of stakeholders have requested the NYISO to suspend this initiative until the 
implications of the NY PSC’s Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) proceeding are 
more clearly understood and uncertainty surrounding the Court of Appeals actions 
on FERC Order 745 have been resolved. 

2) Behind the Meter: Net Generation Model    
 
The NYISO’s market rules do not include provisions that clearly explain how 
generation whose primary purpose is to serve onsite load can sell their excess 
generation into the wholesale electricity markets. This effort would look to clearly 
define those rules to allow this incremental generation capability to participate in the 
NY wholesale electricity markets.  

Implications to Reliability:  Increased transparency and ability to schedule 
generation which is currently behind the meter. 
 
Update: NYISO is having on-going stakeholder discussions to fully develop the 
market design and establish the rules for participation in the energy and capacity 
markets.   
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3) Comprehensive Shortage/Scarcity Pricing/Fuel Assurance 
 
Improvements to the shortage pricing mechanisms will include the addition of a 
SENY location, representing Lower Hudson Valley, New York City and Long Island, 
a 30-minute reserve requirement, an increases to the NYCA 30-minute reserve 
requirement, restrictions on the maximum reserve to be held on LI and adjustments 
to the reserve shortage pricing levels.  The revisions are desired to promote 
increased performance incentives, maintain price consistency with neighboring 
regions and align markets outcomes with operator actions and system conditions.  

Improvements to the scarcity pricing mechanism will include application of scarcity 
prices to external locations and improve the efficiency of market outcomes  through 
the modeling of a scarcity reserve product in the optimization during reliability 
Demand Response (DR) calls. This effort will look to move Scarcity Pricing into the 
real-time scheduling and pricing optimization engine to better align scheduling 
decisions with pricing outcomes.  
 
Improvements to fuel and performance incentives are aimed at creating additional 
incentives for ICAP suppliers to be available on critical operating days.   The NYISO 
wants additional mechanisms that provide incentives for suppliers to be available to 
reliably meet the real-time needs of the NYCA, especially on days when there is a 
high risk of a reduction in real-time resource availability due to factors including high 
demand and fuel supply uncertainty. 
 
 
 
Implications to Reliability:  Improved real time market incentives will promote 
increased unit availability. 

Update:  NYISO stakeholders approved the enhanced Shortage pricing tariff 
changes at the December Management Committee Meeting.  The NYISO is working 
towards an implementation in November.  NYISO will initiate stakeholder review of 
the improvements to scarcity pricing in March.  On-going discussions are occurring 
with stakeholders to refine improved fuel and performance incentives with the 
objective of seeking stakeholder approval by the end of the year. 

4) Forward Capacity Market Evaluation 
 

The NYISO is performing an evaluation of the potential benefits and drawbacks of 
establishing a forward capacity procurement market structure to improve market 
signals to address fuel assurance, improve resource performance and stabilize 
investment incentives.   
 
Implications to Reliability:  Enhanced reliability with improved stability of financial 
incentives for new investment and orderly exit of uneconomic capacity. 

Update:  The NYISO engaged the Analysis Group to perform the assessment of the 
value of transitioning the capacity market from a spot market structure to a forward 
market structure.  Analysis Group has completed their evaluation and concluded that 
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the benefits are not sufficient to warrant a change at this time.  The results have 
been presented to stakeholders.   

5) Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) 
 

The NYS Public Service Commission (PSC) initiated the “Proceeding on Reforming 
the Energy Vision (REV)” with the goal of aligning electric utility practices and the 
regulatory paradigm with technological advances in information management, power 
generation, and distribution.  These changes include: 

 A new business model in which Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) 
become a primary tool in the planning and operation of electricity systems.  
Utilities would be encouraged to invest in DERs that help to avoid or defer the 
need for more historically traditional distribution system investments.   

 The establishment of a Distributed System Platform Provider (DSP) that 
actively manages and coordinates DERs while providing a market in which 
customers are able to utilize DERs in response to dynamic system conditions.  
Such customers would provide, and be compensated for, any system benefits 
associated with their responses. 

 
Implications to Reliability:  Enhanced system reliability and resiliency through 
distributed resource availability and active management of load consumption based 
upon market conditions. 

Update:  The NYISO is actively participated in the PSC’s proceeding, directly 
supporting working groups formed under Track One to facilitate conceptual 
discussions of REV market design, system architecture, and potential interactions 
between retail activities and wholesale markets.  Currently, two working groups have 
been formed from among the parties to the proceeding to further develop these 
concepts.   

 

 


